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Do you ever understand the publication His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver Yeah, this is an
extremely intriguing book to read. As we informed recently, reading is not sort of responsibility task to do
when we need to obligate. Reading ought to be a habit, an excellent habit. By reviewing His Dark Kiss (Dark
Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver, you could open up the new globe and get the power from the world. Every
little thing could be acquired via the publication His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver Well
briefly, book is quite powerful. As exactly what we supply you here, this His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book
2) By Eve Silver is as one of checking out book for you.

From Booklist
Emma Parrish, the illegitimate daughter of a deceased nobleman, escapes from the aunts who want to sell her
off as some man's mistress and accepts a job as governess for her late cousin's child. After a dark and stormy
journey, she arrives at Manorbrier to care for six-year-old Nicky and meets the darkly handsome Lord
Craven, who is suspected of throwing his wife down the stairs to her death. The scary servants are all very
unusual, and Lord Craven has dead bodies delivered to his forbidding tower. Although readers familiar with
medical history will discern the meaning of Lord Craven's proclivities, the suspense is not compromised.
Silver's deliciously gothic romance builds suspense as Emma learns of the deaths of two previous
governesses, faces strange accidents, and falls in love with Nicky and his mysterious father. If it weren't for
the juicy lovemaking scenes, one could almost believe Victoria Holt was writing from beyond, or that Phyllis
Whitney, now 102, had completed a new romance. Diana Tixier Herald
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
"Silver's deliciously gothic romance builds suspense ... If it weren't for the juicy lovemaking scenes, one
could almost believe Victoria Holt was writing from beyond, or that Phyllis Whitney, now 102, had
completed a new romance. --Diana Tixier Herald, BOOKLIST
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

"Incredible gothic romance--It will give you chills!" --K. Garrabrant "Katiebabs" (this review from His Dark
Kiss: paperback)

"Riveting! A dark, steamy and twisted tale!" --Lisa Jackson, New York Times Bestselling author

From the Author
Dear Reader,

His Dark Kiss was originally released in November 2006. While it was my second published historical
novel, it was actually the first one I wrote--Dark Desires was the second one I wrote and it ended up being
published first. I have made some small changes to the text, but overall, the story is exactly as I originally



wrote it. I'm thrilled to be able to offer it now in digital format, and I hope you enjoy reading Anthony and
Emma's story.

Happy reading!

Eve
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Imagine that you obtain such particular awesome encounter as well as knowledge by only checking out a
book His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver. How can? It appears to be greater when a book
could be the ideal point to uncover. Books now will appear in published and also soft documents collection.
One of them is this book His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver It is so usual with the printed
books. Nevertheless, lots of individuals often have no area to bring the book for them; this is why they
cannot read guide any place they want.

Checking out book His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver, nowadays, will not compel you to
consistently purchase in the shop off-line. There is a wonderful place to purchase the book His Dark Kiss
(Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver by on-line. This website is the most effective site with great deals
numbers of book collections. As this His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver will remain in this
publication, all books that you require will certainly be right below, as well. Simply look for the name or title
of guide His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver You can locate what exactly you are hunting
for.

So, even you require commitment from the company, you may not be puzzled any more because books His
Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver will always assist you. If this His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic
Book 2) By Eve Silver is your finest companion today to cover your work or work, you could when feasible
get this book. Exactly how? As we have told recently, merely see the web link that our company offer here.
The final thought is not only the book His Dark Kiss (Dark Gothic Book 2) By Eve Silver that you look for;
it is exactly how you will certainly obtain several books to support your skill and capacity to have piece de
resistance.
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If you love historical romantic suspense, don't miss this thrilling read!

Lisa Jackson, New York Times bestselling author raves HIS DARK KISS is "Riveting! A dark, steamy and
twisted tale!"

Rumors of madness and murder lurk within the crumbling walls of isolated Manorbrier Castle. But Emma
Parrish is not easily put off. She accepts a position no one else dares, as governess to the son of Lord
Anthony Craven, the castle’s dark master. Her presence stirs up shadows and threat. She feels unseen eyes
watching her. Eerie laughter haunts her. And the seductive pull of Anthony Craven lures her.
 
The mystery of Anthony Craven’s shadowy past lurk behind the locked doors of the estate’s forbidden
Round Tower. Mysterious lights flash there in the night. The servants whisper warnings of death. And
Anthony himself warns Emma that there is only danger to be found in his sensual embrace.
 
Powerfully drawn to the dangerously alluring Anthony, Emma finds herself unable to deny her deepest
yearnings. But even as she succumbs to the master of Manorbrier, she is touched by the whisper of evil that
rises from the secrets of his past.

"…deliciously gothic…"—Booklist

Read all Eve's gothic romances!
DARK DESIRES
HIS DARK KISS
DARK PRINCE
HIS WICKED SINS
SEDUCED BY A STRANGER
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Happy reading!
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Most helpful customer reviews

13 of 14 people found the following review helpful.
Another winner from rising star Eve Silver
By Kelley Hartsell
Courtesy of CK2S Kwips and Kritiques

Emma has always been more of a burden than anything to her aunts, also being the brunt of many slights and
insults due to her illegitimate birth. When she has the chance to escape her aunts' home and become a
governess to the child of her late cousin, she jumps at the chance. Never mind there are many rumblings
about the widower, Lord Craven, and what really happened to her cousin.

When Emma arrives at the Manorbrier estate, she is immersed in even more mysteries. Previous governesses
met unfortunate ends and Emma herself experiences strange accidents. What exactly is Lord Craven doing in
that forbidden tower late at night, and with dead bodies no less? These questions plague Emma, but she can't
resist her delightful charge, Nicky, or his sinfully handsome father. When opportunity presents itself for a
more personal relationship with Lord Craven, Emma is torn between her unanswered questions and her
dangerous attraction to the seductive man. But what will be her fate if she gives in to her desires for His Dark
Kiss?



Eve Silver has written another brilliant gothic romance. Her first novel Dark Desires was wonderful, and His
Dark Kiss is even more incredible. There is a richness to the setting and the story which measures up to even
the extremely high standards set by classic masters of the genre like Victoria Holt. However, Eve Silver
brings a modern heat level to her stories that is guaranteed to curl your toes in delight. The interactions
between our hero and heroine are very passionate and intense. Characters are brought to life with vivid
descriptions and mysterious behaviors.

As with any true gothic story, suspense is key to the story, as is the requisite spooky manor house and dark
hero. His Dark Kiss has all that in spades. I found myself drawn into the setting, envisioning the manor and
experiencing Emma's fears and desires. I, too, wondered what was going on in the dark tower and why the
servants were so secretive. As events spiral farther onward, I was sucked into the maelstrom, and carried
along for the ride.

The gothic romance is far from dead as some would like to believe. Eve Silver breathes new life into the
genre that is the basis for so many romance novels on the market today. If readers want a thrilling story that
will give them goose bumps in an oh-so-good way, than His Dark Kiss by Eve Silver is just the novel for
them!

© Kelley A. Hartsell, November 2006. All rights reserved.

13 of 14 people found the following review helpful.
Incredible Gothic Romance- It will give you chills! (B+ Grade)
By Katie Babs
Eve Silver is becoming a star in the gothic romance arena. "His Dark Kiss" is a perfect novel that channels a
classic- "Jane Eyre". This dark story is seductive, mysterious and everything in between. All that it was
missing was the typical, dark and stormy night approach. (No clichés here!)
Emma has come to Manorbrier Castle as a governess for her cousin's six year old son. She has never met
Lord Anthony Craven, as he was married to her cousin. She ended up dead and assumed by the locals that he
murdered her. Emma doesn't believe in them since she is well read and intelligent. She has lived a life of
indifference from her aunts who gave her shelter, but nothing else, due to being born illegitimate. This is
now her time to shine and perhaps some happiness.
Anthony is her brooding yet handsome employer who makes her all tingly inside from the moment she meets
him. Sparks fly on both ends but Anthony has too many secrets and everyone around him seems to end up
dead. Did he really kill her first wife and other governesses? Will Emma end up like them?
This story is so well written that it keeps the questions rolling till the very end. There are so many mysteries
and villains a foot that you will not fully understand who is causing the problems and why Anthony keeps
corpses in his tower (Yes, dead bodies are around!)
Emma and Anthony's exchanges are very passionate, so much so that regardless of the tension and mistrust
between them, you hope things work out and they will have their happily ever after.
Fans of sexually charged scenes, suspense and of course mystery will enjoy this gothic tale.

Katiebabs

Dark Desires (Zebra Debut)
Dark Prince

10 of 11 people found the following review helpful.
Recommended Gothic Romance ...
By Armchair Interviews
Emma Parrish finds herself rescued from the untenable situation of being sold to the highest bidder by her



heartless aunts when she receives an offer from Anthony Craven to come to his home in Wales to act as
governess to his young son, Nicholas.

Manorbrier Castle is dark and foreboding and boasts a cast of servants that are deeply loyal to Lord Craven
and intimidating to Emma. Upon arrival at Manorbrier, Emma is warned to never venture near the round
tower of the castle. It is forbidden.

As Emma goes through her days, she finds herself falling completely in love with Nicky, Lord Anthony
Craven's son, who loves her back just as wholeheartedly. More disconcerting, she finds herself incredibly
drawn to Anthony. Anthony has many secrets and spends a good deal of every day in the round tower
conducting mysterious business. Emma finds herself learning more about him from the servants and from
neighbors--and what she finds is terrifying. Many are convinced that Anthony is some sort of ghoul that has
a fascination for the dead and is conducting horrible experiments on them. This is contrary to everything
Emma has learned about him. He adores his son, can be warm and loving, and during their encounters,
Anthony conducts himself as a gentleman, despite his deep attraction to Emma. What is the truth about
Anthony, and will Emma still be able to love him once she knows all of his secrets?

His Dark Kiss is a tightly written gothic romance. Silver deftly creates a foreboding atmosphere that colors
all of Emma's encounters. The secondary characters are sharply written and interesting and enhance both the
mood of the story and the relationship between Emma and Anthony. The story is written exclusively from
Emma's viewpoint, so it is fortunate that she's both likeable and smart. Anthony is virile and handsome, but
also a loving father, and it becomes easy for the reader to see why Emma falls in love with him.

Armchair Interviews highly recommend this gothic romance.

See all 77 customer reviews...
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for your valuable worthwhile.
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